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Duff on Hospitality Law

Portland Convention Center Hotel Moves
a Step Closer
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On Monday March 3, 2014, a Multnomah County Circuit judge agreed with the Multnomah

County Elections Director and brought a new hotel at the Oregon Convention Center one step

closer to fruition. A Convention Center Hotel has long been desired by a variety of tourism and

economic development interests who argue that such hotel will allow Portland to host larger

events at the Convention Center. As long as those supporters have been around, so too have

opponents of such a hotel, who argue that the economic benefits of such a hotel are

overstated and may also harm their economic interests and should not qualify for public

subsidies. In 2013, Metro and other local jurisdictions seemed to be coalescing around a plan

that would bring the hotel to the Convention Center, but one aspect of the plan ran into a snag

and ended up in court.

In December of 2013, Multnomah County amended its code to allow tourism tax revenue to be

expended in support of “the construction of a hotel proximate to the Oregon Convention

Center.” Opponents of the hotel sought to refer that change to an election, but the County

Elections Division denied certification of the referendum petition because, in the view of the

County elections Division, the code amendment was an “executive or administrative” matter.

That classification is important, because under a long line of Oregon Supreme Court cases,

only “legislative” matters are subject to referral and administrative or executive matters are not

subject to a vote.

The hotel opponents challenged that denial, arguing that the code amendment was legislative.

On March 3, 2014, Judge Eric Bloch sided with the County and found, among other things, that

the matter was administrative and not subject to referral to the voters. It is unlikely that this is

the last word on the hotel, but at least one hurdle has been cleared.
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